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First Fermentation (F1) 

 
Kombucha is fermented sweet tea that goes  

through two phases:  

1st fermentation (F1) and 2nd fermentation (F2). 

 

F1 usually occurs between 4-10 days and sometimes, depending on the weather it can be faster 

or slower. During that time, the sweet tea ferments and is transformed into kombucha by the 

starter tea and a kombucha culture (an inoculation from a previous healthy batch of kombucha) 

and a SCOBY (Symbiotic Culture Of Bacteria and Yeast).  At the end of F1, you’ll have unflavored, 

slightly carbonated kombucha. 

 

2nd fermentation (F2): 

This is when your kombucha tea is flavored (usually with fruit) and bottled in a sealed container 

for around 2-4 days at room temperature to create carbonation. 

- 

This guide covers how to make a 3 litre batch of kombucha and put it through its F1 phase. 

  

Ingredients: 

 4 cups water (to boil) + approx. 8 cups of cool/cold water 

 2-3 tbsp black tea or 6 black tea bags  

 1 cup cane sugar, I use organic 

 1 scoby  

 2 cups kombucha starter tea from a previous F1 batch 

o Starter tea = unflavored kombucha tea that’s successfully gone through a 1st fermentation cycle. (The 

SCOBY and the starter tea provided are sufficient to start a 1 litre batch) 

  

Materials: 

 Steeping vessel (a pot + strainer) 

 4-5 litre glass jar 

 Food thermometer (not essential) 

 Cotton cloth cover 

 Rubber band or string – I prefer string 

  

1. Make a tea concentrate by boiling 4 cups of filtered water. Once boiling, turn the heat off and 

steep your tea for 15 minutes. 

 

https://www.youbrewkombucha.com/what-is-kombucha
https://www.youbrewkombucha.com/water
https://www.youbrewkombucha.com/sugar
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2. Add 1 cup cane sugar to the hot liquid and stir to dissolve. 

Organic/non-organic is fine. Honey, brown sugar, molasses, stevia, aspartame, or any other 

sugar substitutes or sweeteners will not work. The bacteria and yeast need cane sugar to eat 

and reproduce. Don’t try to skimp out or starve them by using less than 1 cup or by not giving 

them their food source. 

  

3. Once 15 minutes has passed and your tea has steeped, strain out the leaves and add the hot 

sweet tea to another pot. 

  

4. Add approx. 8 cups of cold water to the jar to dilute the tea and bring the temperature down. 

The temperature of the liquid in the jar should be no more than 25 degrees celius before you 

move on to next step. 

If it’s too cold, you could put your scoby into a state of dormancy. If it’s dormant, it won’t 

produce enough bacteria and yeast fast enough to acidify the brew. That could lead to mold. 

If it’s too hot, you could kill the scoby and end up with the same problem. A dead scoby can’t 

do its job to acidify your brew. If it’s not acidifying fast enough, it could get moldy. 

  

5. Once the temperature is just right, add 2 cups of starter tea from a previously brewed batch of 

kombucha + the SCOBY. 

  

6. Cover the jar with a clean, tight-weave cloth (a bandana, tee-shirt, even a coffee filter would 

work) and secure it with a rubber band. 

Don’t cover it with an airtight lid because it needs airflow. But make sure the rubber band 

secures the cloth so dust and fruit flies can’t get in. 

  

7. Let it sit at room temp (between 70 – 85 degrees) in a shady spot with decent 

Air flow for around a week. 

  

8. Leave it alone for at least a few days. No peeking or jiggling the vessel! Otherwise, you might 

interrupt SCOBY growth. 

 

9. You can start tasting your brew at around the 5-day mark. (Once you get the hang of it, you’ll 

get a feel for how long it takes for your brew to get to a state of “doneness” that you like.) If you 

like it less sweet, let it keep going so the bacteria and yeast can continue to eat the sugars. 

Continue tasting each day until it tastes right to you. 
 
 
 

https://www.youbrewkombucha.com/when-is-f1-done
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Second Fermentation (F2) 

 

2nd fermentation is the process through which you flavor your brew and put it into a sealed 

container, which will trap the carbonation into the liquid as it continues to ferment.  It’s 

essentially bottle conditioning (similar to how in beer and champagne-making, you add a little bit 

of priming sugar, then seal it up to let yeasts eat up the sugar and convert it into carbon dioxide). 

That’s what makes it fizzy. In the case of kombucha, that added sugar typically comes from fruit. 

 

You know when your kombucha is ready for F2 when it tastes done to y ou.  This means: 

 

 It should have an acidic/vinegar-like but not overpowering smell. 

 

 When you taste it, it should still have a bit of sweetness to it and a pleasant amount of acidity. If 

you want it to be more acidic, then keep fermenting it longer. If it tastes sour enough, then 

you’re ready to bottle. 

o Bottle when it's just a little too sweet for my liking (knowing that sugar will continue to get 

eaten away during F2 in the bottle).  

o Remember that you’ll also be adding some sugar from the fruit or other flavorings during F2 in 

the bottle. Some of that sugar will get eaten up and converted into carbon dioxide, but it’s just 

a matter of finding a happy timing and flavoring balance that works for your taste preference. 

 

 Another quick note on “doneness” — after around 5 days in the vessel, the brew is ready to 

drink as-is. It’ll already be inoculated with that great, live bacteria. Some people like to drink 

kombucha right after F1, and that’s totally fine. You do not need to flavor and bottle your 

kombucha before you drink it. 

o However, if you want to flavor your kombucha and create more carbonation to make it 

flavored, fizzy beverage, you have to go through F2 in an airtight bottle. 

 

Do not interrupt the fermentation process by tasting in the first few days. This allows the SCOBY 

to form uninterrupted. During the first 3-4 days, it’ll likely be too sweet anyway. 

  

I use a jar with a tap, but you can use a clean straw or a ladle to pull out some liquid to taste. 

Don’t worry about agitating the SCOBY once it’s mostly formed or once the 4-5-day mark has 

passed. 
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Bottling 

 

1. Add 1/4 - 1/3 cup of pureed/juiced fruit into each 500ml bottle 

 

2. Remove your scoby and 2 cups of kombucha from your brewing vessel and set it aside. 

Reserve this for your next batch of kombucha. This starter tea + scoby combo will be 

what you use to make a future batch of kombucha! 

 You can keep it in a scoby hotel for future use. Or just put it temporarily in a 

spare bowl if you plan to use it immediately to make your next batch of 

kombucha. 

  

3. This is important: Stir the remaining kombucha in the brewing vessel. 

The stirring will distribute the yeast and bacteria throughout the liquid. This will help make your 

carbonation more consistent across all your bottles. 

  

4. Pour the kombucha (I use a funnel) into your bottles, leaving 2cm of head-space at the top of 

each bottle. 

  

5. Dry the tops of the bottles and make sure the lids are dryl. 

  

6. Seal tightly! If your bottles have screw-on lids or if you’re using rubber seals ensure that they 

are sealed tightly 

7. Let them ferment for another 2-3 days at room temperature.  

There’s a slight risk for over-carbonation and explosions if the glass bottles are poor quality 

and/or your fruit purees are really aggressive. Just to be safe, I like to keep them in a closed 

cabinet to contain any mess. 

  

8. After a couple days at room temperature, move them to the fridge. Once they're chilled, open 

one to test it out. The cold will help keep the carbon dioxide in the liquid, so it’s less likely to fizz 

over and make a mess when you open it. The longer you F2 in the bottle at room temp, the more 

carbonation builds up, so be sure to move them to the fridge after a couple days to pause the 

fermentation process and prevent over-carbonation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://amzn.to/2BVQFkf
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What if it's not fizzy enough? 

  

If you want more carbonation, you can bring the whole batch of bottles back out to room 

temperature and let them continue fermenting for another day or so. Then chill and test another 

bottle to see if the carbonation levels are better. 

 

Can I only flavor during second fermentation (F2)? 

 

It is possible to experiment with kombucha by adding flavorings or using flavored tea during the 

first fermentation stage in your brew vessel with your scoby. But I can only recommend that for 

experienced homebrewers who are willing to take on the risks of experimentation and have 

plenty of backup scobys and starter tea on hand. 

  

Flavorings (even natural fruit ones) can weaken and kill your scoby over time. Dead scoby = weak 

kombucha and risk for mold. This is why I don’t recommend using flavored teas or letting 

flavorings come into contact with your scoby. 

  

Does sugar content affect carbonation? 

 

Yes! So this is a key tenet of flavoring that’s pretty important. When you put your kombucha into 

a bottle, I’m assuming you’re doing so because you want to infuse it with some yummy fruit or 

herb flavorings and because you want to make it a carbonated beverage. 

  

Not all people want their kombucha to be bubbly. And not all people want their kombucha to be 

flavored. There are plenty of people who don’t F2 in the bottle for bubbliness and there are also 

people who don’t flavor their kombucha before drinking. Both are fine. 

  

But if you’re looking to boost carbonation, you should flavor with something with at least a bit of 

sugar (most fruit has at least some natural sugar in it). This is essentially bottle conditioning your 

kombucha. You give the yeasts in the bottle something to eat (sugar from the fruit). The yeasts 

eat sugar and produce carbon dioxide. The carbon dioxide is trapped in the liquid since it’s in an 

airtight container. In general, the sweeter the flavoring, the more potential you have for great 

carbonation.  

 

Fresh fruit purees or juices 

This is my favorite way to flavor kombucha, and that’s because I like my kombucha to be well-

carbonated and bursting with fruit flavor. A big key to letting the yeasts access their food source 

(a.k.a. sugar) is breaking down the molecules of fruit to be as easily digestible as possible for the 

yeasts. When you take fresh fruit and use a juicer or blender to make a puree, you’re breaking 
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down those fruit molecules and making it easy for the yeast to feed on the sugar once you put it 

in a bottle. 

  

Using fresh fruit purees and juice ensure that your kombucha will never be flat and you will 

always get lots of fizz. The freshness and the pulp often results in a baby SCOBY to form in the 

bottle.  This is fine, you just need to strain it out when pouring your drink. 

 

 

Using fresh or frozen fruit slices or chunks in their kombucha is a great option if you want more 

subtle fruit flavor in your kombucha and you want the flavor of the tea itself to shine. I’ve found 

that home brewers who prefer this method can run into the problem of not having enough 

carbonation. If the yeasts can’t access the sugar, they can’t eat the sugar and turn it into carbon 

dioxide. So if you like to use fresh fruit pieces try adding a tsp. of sugar to your bottle in addition 

to your fruit before sealing it. Sometimes the yeast just needs a bit more food to eat to create 

fizz. 

  

Herbs are a great addition to kombucha and they go well with fruit flavors.  Use fresh herbs 

when possible and be sure to use them sparingly since herb flavors can intensify over time as 

they steep in the liquid. 

  

Dried fruit is a great option if you don’t have fresh fruit handy.  You might run into the same 

issues as using fresh fruit pieces, but even more so. Kombucha might have a hard time extracting 

sugar from the dried fruit piece. And depending on what chemicals/ingredients were used to 

preserve the fruit, it could lead to off-flavors in your finished product. 

  

Flavoured/fruit tea is usually frowned upon during first fermentation, but you can certainly use 

flavored teas or herbal infusions as flavorings during second fermentation! Just make sure that 

you’re adding at least a bit of sugar (around a tsp. per bottle) to stimulate carbonation if your tea 

isn’t sweetened with real sugar. 

  
Guide to kombucha carbonation 

 

“My kombucha isn’t fizzy enough…”  Carbonation usually only happens in a closed container.  

Some brewers can sometimes get a good amount of carbonation in their first fermentation 

vessels (which are only covered by a cloth, so they’re not airtight). But to get really good 

carbonation, most home brewers have to go through a secondary fermentation (F2) n a sealed 

jar in order to build carbonation. 
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Think of it like bottle conditioning a bottle of champagne. A bit of sugar is added to a bottle, 

where the yeasts in the liquid will eat the sugar to convert it into carbon dioxide 

  

Good carbonation means the drink has a nice, bubbly mouthfeel that doesn’t go flat super fast. 

You’ll want visible bubbles in the bottle when I open it or in the glass when you pour it.  

  

Tips for good carbonation: 

  

 Before you bottle, stir the liquid in your brew vessel. Stir it well! Yeast has a tendency to settle 

down at the bottom of brew vessels, so if you don’t stir and you’re pouring your kombucha into 

bottles, some bottles may have too little yeast (if the bottle contains the un-stirred liquid from 

the top) and some bottles might have too much yeast (if the bottle contains liquid from the 

bottom). This is often why homebrewers experience a lot of carbonation variance between 

bottles even within the same batch! Make sure you’re evenly distributing and mixing your 

kombucha well before you pour it into bottles. 

  

 Use fresh fruit puree. 

o If you’re using fresh cut pieces of fruit and your bottles aren’t bubbly, the yeast may be having 

a hard time accessing the sugar in the fruit and eating it. If it can’t access enough sugar from 

the fruit, it can’t produce carbon dioxide. Therefore no fizz. 

o If you’re using store-bought juice and having problems, it might be because the juice has been 

pasteurized or contains some type of yeast-inhibiting ingredient/chemical that’s getting in the 

way of your kombucha fermentation. 

 

  

 Use good-quality bottles with airtight caps. Bottles and caps play a big role in this. You want to 

make sure you have as airtight of a seal as possible on your bottles. I have a few different types 

of bottles that I’ve been able to use to get perfectly fizzy kombucha 

 Dry your caps and bottle tops before sealing. By doing a quick wipe-down before you close it up, 

you’re making sure there aren’t any liquid/fruit particles that get lodged between the bottle 

and the cap. This’ll help ensure that you can get it as tight as possible. 

  

 Don’t burp your bottles. I know this is controversial because a lot of home brewers will insist 

that burping is part of their process. Burping is essentially just opening your bottles ever so 

slightly during the F2 process to release air or “excess pressure” in the bottle 

  

 Don’t get rid of brown yeasty things. Oftentimes, yeast can grow on your scoby and look like 

unappetizing, stringy, brown mucus. Many brewers like to “clean” their scobys to remove the 

odd-looking growths. But unless your scoby is completely covered in them, I say just leave them 
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alone. That yeast is what helps build up carbonation. If you’re not getting good fizz, it may just 

be because you’re cleaning too much yeast out of your brew. 

  

 Take care of your scoby. A healthy SCOBY produces fizzy kombucha.  If you’re having fizz issues, 

think back to whether or not you’ve broken any of the “rules” of SCOBY care listed. Did your 

SCOBY come into contact with flavorings (whether they’re natural or not)? Did you store your 

SCOBY in the fridge or somewhere really cold for longer than a few hours? Did you purchase a 

SCOBY with a shady history? All of those things (and more) could contribute to you producing 

un-fizzy kombucha. 

o If the yeast-bacteria balance is thrown off by someone unintentionally harming their SCOBY, 

that could produce problems down the line over time. So if you’ve tried everything possible to 

create fizz and you’re doing everything “right” — it may not be you. It might be your SCOBY. 

You may have a weak SCOBY or a SCOBY without a good yeast-bacteria balance. So you may 

want to look into getting a new one with some good starter tea.  

  

 Don’t ferment at room temp for too long. If you wait too long before refrigerating, your 

kombucha could get overly carbonated and you’ll have a volcanic mess when you open it. My 

F2 cycle takes about 3 days on average at room temp to get the perfect level of carbonation for 

me. Yours might take longer or take less. And it might change slightly depending on average 

room temp as the seasons change. But once you’ve got your timeline nailed down, stick to it 

and don’t wait too long before putting it in the fridge.  

  

 There’s a common tip online about adding a raisin or two to each of your bottles to help 

promote fizziness. I haven’t found this “raisin method” to be any more effective than using 

fresh fruit or adding extra sugar. 

  

What if I want carbonation but no flavoring? 

 

You don’t necessarily have to add fruit flavoring to create carbonation. You can try bottling the 

kombucha right after first fermentation and sealing it airtight. Then let rest for a few days at 

room temp, then chill before opening to see if it built up carbonation. If it didn’t, or if it took too 

long, your yeast might’ve needed more sugar to eat. Try adding a teaspoon of sugar per 750ml. 

bottle, then undergoing F2 again to increase carbonation. 

 

pH 

  

A common misconception about pH is that it can tell you when your kombucha is “done” 

fermenting and ready to bottle. This is not the case. pH is not an indicator of 

Doneness or sweetness. 
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The best way to test if your kombucha is done is to taste it. pH is a good indicator that your brew 

is fermenting and acidifying properly but there’s no “right” pH to bottle at. pH will drop most 

significantly the first few days after brewing and it may still be way too sweet so let it ferment 

longer. 

  

pH is good for troubleshooting or making sure your brew is fermenting and acidifying properly, 

but the best way to tell if it’s done is to just taste it. 

  

pH is simply a measure of acidity. It won’t be able to tell you when your brew is ready to drink or 

bottle.  

  

Kombucha pH drops most significantly in the few days right after you first start your batch. Once 

it's below 4, it’ll technically be acidic enough to be considered fairly safe from developing mold 

or harmful pathogens, but it’ll still probably taste too sweet to bottle. You’ll want to continue 

fermenting it until it tastes right. 

  

It’ll likely keep dropping a bit (the drops are usually more incremental or more slight as it 

progresses), but ultimately, you’ll have to rely on your unique taste buds and taste preferences 

to decide when you want to bottle your kombucha. 

  

So what is pH useful for? Why do people even bother with it? 

  

pH is a helpful tool during the beginning stages of first fermentation to help make sure the 

process is going well and to ensure that your brew is becoming more acidic. A key part of 

kombucha-making is acidifying sweet tea by adding starter tea from a previously brewed batch 

of kombucha. That starter tea gets the acidification process going, thereby lowering the brew’s 

pH. An acidic pH prevents mold growth and harmful pathogens from infecting the brew. 

  

Your brew’s pH should drop below 4 in the first few days of fermentation. That's a sign that the 

process is “working.”  It can be a good tool to help confirm that your brew is fermenting properly 

during F1. Lots of commercial kombucha brewing companies use pH as a tool to do exactly that, 

to make sure their brew is fermenting safely. 

  

Finished kombucha typically falls within a range of 2.5 - 3.5. But those are just estimates. Your 

own brew may be different, but it shouldn’t be drastically far from that range. 

  
 


